We study the mechanisms of decoherence in an insulator exposed to a few-cycle infrared laser pulse, employing the combined approach, where the slow phonon bath is considered by averaging over frozen disorder configurations, while the fast bath of carrier correlations is treated beyond the Markov approximation. This leads to a natural generalization of the semiconductor Bloch equations and resolution of the controversy due to the opening of an unphysical single-photon excitation channel in the presence of fast decoherence rates previously reported in the literature. The predicted effects are observable experimentally with the modern methods of ultrafast spectroscopy.
Ultrafast phenomena in semiconductors and dielectrics became a subject of in-depth research due to recent progress in the synthesis of laser waveforms in the THz, IR and visible domains [1] [2] [3] [4] . These results have stimulated both experimental and theoretical investigations of strong-field phenomena and quantum control in solids [5] [6] [7] , 2D materials [8, 9] and nanostructures [10, 11] . To date, the majority of theoretical treatments in this field employ the independent-particle density-matrix equations and the Markov approximation to introduce the decoherence. This approach successfully described the experimental data, where the quantities related to total polarization are measured, e.g., carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) control of the current in dielectrics and semiconductors [5, 12, 13] and the dynamic Franz-Keldysh effect [14] [15] [16] . The recent studies of high harmonic generation (HHG) in solids [6, [17] [18] [19] [20] provided experimental methods allowing for a distinction of the inter-and intraband components of polarization via analysis of the spectrum, waveform and group delay of the emitted radiation. Notably, the recent HHG measurements in thin films of SiO 2 [19, 21] have shown that the group delay and scaling of the peaks in the high-frequency plateaus with the driving field amplitude demonstrate the characteristic features of the intraband current, whereas the measurements in a semiconductor (GaSe) demonstrate the leading role of interband transitions and their interference [22, 23] . The quantum-mechanical models significantly overestimate the interband polarization and require very short scattering times T 2 ≈ 1 − 4 fs for reproducing the experimental data in SiO 2 [19, 21] and ZnO [17, 18] .
The recent multiscale ab initio simulations of HHG in diamond [24] , considered additional averaging by intensity distribution in the laser beam spot and emphasized the role of propagation effects in the buildup of a smooth harmonic spectrum. Nevertheless, these additional considerations still cannot reproduce the absence of a group delay dispersion in the emitted radiation [19, 21] , which is peculiar to the intraband current, and simulations with insufficiently high decoherence rates still predict the dominant contribution of interband polarization in the high-frequency plateaus of the spectrum [25] . On one hand, assumption of ultrafast scattering times ∼ 0.1-4 fs previously reported in the semiclassical simulations of a high-field transport in SiO 2 [26, 27] and fully microscopic simulations of nonlinear spectroscopy in semiconductors [28, 29] increases the intraband component of total polarization to the necessary levels and reproduces both the high-energy plateaus of experimental HHG spectra and group delay [6, 19, 21, 30] . On the other hand, as will be shown below, an ultrafast decoherence rate results in the overestimated spectral broadening and wrong scaling of the carrier population with the field intensity due to the opening of an artificial single-photon excitation channel. The recently reported experimental results on the optically-controlled current suggest that the total charge induced by the laser pulse in a circuit scales close to the perturbative result at low intensities scales when the system is still in the multiphoton regime [5, 13] . Thus, a more appropriate model of decoherence in dielectrics needs to be developed.
In this work, we theoretically investigate the decoherence in a dielectric excited by a few-cycle laser pulse using a combined approach, where the slow phonon bath is described by an averaging over a frozen disorder, which leads to the Markovian-like constant decoherence rate, and the fast bath of carrier correlations is considered beyond the Markov approximation [31] [32] [33] [34] . This approach leads to a natural generalization of semiconductor Bloch equations into the non-Markovian regime by replacing the constant decoherence rates with the time-dependent ones. The method is tested numerically for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model [35] and the bath of harmonic oscillators [36] [37] [38] . We demonstrate that the last model gives the best result by allowing both temporally high decoherence rate and a physically meaningful dependence of excitation probability on the field amplitude.
We start from a comparison of the essential material parameters to validate the common approximations in ultrafast optics and notice yet another significant difference between the semiconductors and wide bandgap dielectrics [39] . The latest ab initio simulations have shown that exciton binding energy in α-quartz may vary from E (SiO 2 ) ex ≈ 1.2 eV [40] to 1.7 eV [41] . Remarkably, this value is by 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than in the commonly studied semiconductors (E (GaAs) ex = 4 meV [42] , E (Si) ex = 15 meV [43] ). The energy of the field-matter interaction induced by a laser field of amplitude 2 V/Å can be estimated as max |eF 0 ξ nm (k)| ≈ 0.7 eV [44] , which is much smaller than E ex in this material. Therefore, electron-electron interaction plays a more significant role in the phase relaxation processes of SiO 2 than in semiconductors, even though the bound excitonic states are destroyed in a strong field. This statement is also true for other wide bandgap materials with a high exciton binding energy, e.g., CaF 2 [45, 46] .
In the case of a few-femtosecond VIS/NIR pulse, phonon oscillation period is much slower than the typical pulse duration evolution ( 27 fs). Thus, interaction with phonons on a few-femtosecond timescale can be approximated by averaging over all possible weaklydisordered frozen lattice configurations. The diagram technique discussed, e.g., in [47, 48] , predicts that the disorder-averaged Green function of an electron in the energy band E n (k) is given by the expression
, but with a Lorentzian spectral broadening γ determined by the collision rate on the lattice defects. The similarity of results given by the disorder-averaging technique and the Markov approximation explains the efficiency of the phenomenological constant pure decoherence rate for semiconductors even on the ultrafast time scales, which has been noticed, e.g., in Ref. [49] .
An opposite situation occurs for the bath of carrier correlations in dielectrics, which should play a much more significant role than in semiconductors due to a very high magnitude of the Coulomb matrix elements quantified by the exciton binding energy.
For convenience, we summarized the characteristic time scales of the laser-matter interaction problem for a representative material (α-quartz) and applicability conditions of the relevant approximations in the Tables I and II , respectively. Here, the temporal change of adiabatic eigenenergies and eigenstates are characterized by the parameters
is the time-dependent crystal momentum defined by the acceleration theorem [50] , and ξ nm (K(t)) is the interband optical matrix element. Our simulations show that in SiO 2 and other dielectrics with a similar bandgap, the matrix elements of the lowest interband transitions ξ nm (k) are slowly-varying functions of k, and thus τ AE τ AS . Alternatively, in GaAs [51] , the optical matrix elements changes with k more rapidly than the band dispersion, so the opposite case (τ AE τ AS ) might be realized as well.
To obtain the equations of motion, we employ the time-convolutionless (TCL) projection operator technique [31, 32, 52, 53] , which yields the following equation for the reduced density matrix in the interaction representation
Here, H SB (t) = α S α (t) ⊗ B α (t) is the Hamiltonian of system-bath interaction, S α (t) and B α (t) are the operators acting on the system and bath Hilbert spaces, respectively.
During interaction with the few-cycle VIS/NIR waveforms, the pure dephasing remains the most relevant relaxation process because the intraband energy relaxation events occur on much longer time scales than the pulse duration, and thus can be adiabatically elimi- Table I . Characteristic time scales of the laser-matter interaction problem in the adiabatic (Houston) basis and their typical values for the bath of phonons (ph) and carrier correlations (c). The parameters are estimated for the α-quartz (E g = 9 eV, E ex = 1.2 eV, E LO = 0.153 eV) and VIS/NIR laser pulses in the wavelength range 400 − 2500 nm.
Time scale Denotation Values
Optical cycle dt γ nm,k (t ) 0 [33] .
If the bath is initially in the ground state, which is true for Coulomb interaction of excited charge carriers, the correlation function C(τ ) can be defined simply as a Fourier transform of the spectral density J(ω) containing information on frequencies of the bath modes and their coupling to the system [37]
Here, the spectral function is extended to the negative frequencies according to J(−ω) = −J(ω) [38, 55] .
The bath of carrier correlations emerges from the excitation of charge carriers and should be adiabatically switched on with it [56] . To introduce this feature, we use the bath correlation function multiplied by the normalized instantaneous carrier density ρ(t). Thus, the total time-dependent dephasing rate accounting for both phonon and carrier correlation baths can be written as follows:
This expression generalizes the approximation known as the excitation-induced dephasing (EID) [28, 49, 57, 58] , where the decoherence rate is expressed as γ(t) = γ 0 + γ 1 ρ(t), to the cases with a finite bath correlation time, and reproduces it in the Markovian limit, where t → ∞ and C (i) (τ ) = γ With the field-matter interaction Hamiltonian in the length gauge H L = F (t) · [∇ k − i n,m ξ nm,k ] one obtains the system of partial differential equations similar to those reported in [22, 62] , but with the time-dependent decoherence rates. Furthermore, applying the method of characteristics [63, 64] to the partial differential equations, one derives the acceleration theorem dK(t)/dt = −F (t) and the system of ordinary differential equations [65] :
where
is the matrix element of interband interaction,
is the change of a total phase between the Houston states of the bands n and m, including both the dynamic and geometric contributions via the modified band energies
Berry connection of the nth band.
When the external field is sufficiently weak and does not destroy the bound excitonic states, it is necessary to include the Hartree-Fock terms into the Hamiltonian, while keeping the higher-order correlations in the relaxation superoperator. The corresponding equations will have the same form as (4), where the energy bands E mk and interband transition matrix elements Ω nm,k are renormalized by the Coulomb interaction of charge carriers V nm,q and couple the interband polarizations at different k points [22, 49, 62] 
In Fig. 2 , we compare the numerical simulations of the charge carrier population on the amplitude of a two-cycle NIR pulse (λ 0 = 750 nm) with the Gaussian envelope for three different non-Markovian models with the excitation-induced dephasing and two simpler approximations commonly used in the state-of-the-art simulations: a fully coherent one (solid curve) and the Markov approximation (M) with a constant decoherence rate (dotted curve).
The simulation without dephasing follows the perturbative scaling law ∝ F 10 0 at low fields 8 and shows the population oscillations due to interference and closing of multiphoton channels [44] , as predicted by the Keldysh theory and its modern generalizations [66] [67] [68] [69] . By contrast, the simulation with a constant and short decoherence time T 2 = 4 fs, which is required for reproducing the HHG spectra [6, 19] , shows the scaling ∝ F 2 0 in the entire range of the field amplitudes, which corresponds to an artificial single-photon absorption due to excessive spectral broadening. This result can be significantly improved by going beyond the Markov approximation and assuming the time-dependent decoherence rate, which takes into account a dependence on the instantaneous band population and (indirectly) on the electric field. In our simulations, the models with EID demonstrated the power laws between ∝ F Ornstein-Uhlenbeck correlation function effectively reduces the excitation probability, but at the price of a much lower decoherence rate during the central peak of the laser pulse (see Fig. 3b ). By contrast, the pulse-like decoherence rate of the harmonic oscillator model temporally allows for high decoherence rate during the main peak of the laser pulse for a period determined by the spectral cutoff frequency 2π/ω c , which is estimated by the exciton binding energy in our case.
To summarize, we proposed the non-Markovian theory of pure dephasing in a dielectric excited by an ultrashort VIS/NIR laser pulse. The model of excitation-induced dephasing with the environment of harmonic oscillators [37, 38] The constant decoherence rate due to disorder averaging is chosen to be 200 fs, and the time-dependent rates are normalized by the same constant to give T 2 = 4 fs in the Markovian limit at the field amplitude F 0 = 1 V/Å. For these simulations, we used the grid of 3 × 3 × 100 k points, with four valence and four conduction bands. The band structure and optical matrix elements were calculated in the G 0 W 0 approximation using the VASP code [40, 71] . a constant (Markovian) decoherence rate and allows for temporally high dephasing during the main peak of the laser field, when the majority of charge carriers is excited. Further improvements of this model are possible by assuming more complex and material-specific correlation functions by using the numerical decomposition of spectral density [55, 72] . The correlation functions C nm,k (τ ) and the time-dependent rates γ nm,k (t) can be found via analysis of the experimental results with the density-matrix equations (4). 
